
You might think you need 

calculus to determine the 

arta between the tire 

tracks made by this bike, 

ridden by Jason Mdlhaney, 

BS 1000. Surprisingl1, 

geometry offers another 

way of solving it-without 

formulas. 
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A Visual Approach to Calculus Problems 
by Tom M. ApostOl 

Calculus is a beautiful subjecr with a host of 
dazzling applications. As a tcacher of calculus for 
more than '50 years and as an author of a couple of 
textbooks on the subiect, I was stunned to learn 
chat many smndard problems in calculus can be 
easily soJve<! by an innovative visual approach that 
makes no use of formulas. Here's a sample of three 
such problems: 

Problem I. Find the area of the region under an 
exponential curve. In the graph of the exponential 
(unnion y = e", below, we want rhe aren of the 
blue reg ion between the curve and rhe x-axis and 
along rhe interval from minus inf"iniry up [Q any 
point x. Integral calculus reveals that rhe answer 
is e". And jf the equation of the curve is)' " e"., 
where b is any positive constant, inre,grarion tells 
us rhe area is /; times r :o. 

Problem 2. Find rhe area of a pambolic segmem 
(lefr)--the purple region below {he graph of rhe 
pambola y '" ~ from 0 to x. The area of the para
bolic segment was first calculated by Archimedes 
more than 2000 years ago by a method chat la id 
the foundations for imegral calculus. Today, every 
freshman calculus student can solve rhis problem: 
Integration of :>! gives .0/3. 

Problem 3. Find the area of the region under 
onc arch of a cycloid (next column). A cycloid is 
the path traced Ollr by a fixed point on the boun
dary of a circular disk dlat rolls along a horizomal 
line, and we wane [he art'a of the region shown in 
blue. This problem can also be done by calculus 
but it is more difficult than the firSt two. I:irsr, 
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you have w find an equation for the cycloid, which 
is noe exacrly trivial. Then you have to integrate 
this w get rhe re<luired area. The answer is three 
rimes rhe area of the rolling circular disk, 

These cbssic problems can also be solved by a 
new method thal relies on geometric intuition and 
is easily understood evcn by very youn8 srudems, 
You don't ne('(l any equations, Moreover, the new 
method also solves some problems thar can 't be 
done with calculus. 

The mt·thad was conceived in 1959 by 
Mamikon A, j\-Inatsakanian, then an undergradu
ate ae Yerevan University in Armenia, \X!hen he 
showed his method to Soviet mathematicians they 
dismissed it our of hand and said, " It can't be 
right-you can't solve Glkulus problems that 
easily," He weD( on to get a PhD in physics. was 
appointed a professor of astrophysics at the Uni
versity of Yerevan, and became an international 
expert in radiati \'e tmns(er theory, He also con
tinued to develop his powerful geometric meth
ods. He cvennmlly published a paper outlining 
them in 1981. but it seems co have escaped nmice, 
probably because it appeared in Russian in an 
Armenian journal with limited circubtion 
(Prr;md;1lgJ ()f tbe Al'meni(lN Acatielll)' ()f Srie!lres, vol. 
73, no. 2, pages 97-102), 

Mamikon came to California about a decade ago 
ro work on an eanhquake-preparedness program 
for Armenia, and when rhe Soviet government 
collapsed, he was stranded in the United States 
wilham a \·isa, \'(Iith the help of a few mathemati
cians in Sacramento and at UC Davis, he was 
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granted status as an "alien of extraordinary 
ability. R While worki ng for the California Depart
ment of Educacion and at UC Davis , he further 
developed his methods into a universal teaching 
[001 using hands--on and computer activities, as 
well as pictures. He has taught these methods lit 
UC Davis and in Northern u .liforniu classrooms, 
ranging from Montessori elementary schools (0 

inner-city public high schools, and he has dem
onstrated them ;It teacher confe rences. Srudenrs 
and teachers ali ke have responded enthusiastically. 
because the methods aft' vivid and dynam ic and 
don't fe(IUi re rlu: al,gebmit funrmli)rll of (r igo
nometry or calculus. 

About four years ago, Mam ikon showed UI' at 
Proj«l AIATHEAIATICS.' headquarters and con
vi nced me that his methods have the porem ial [Q 

make a significant impact on mathematics edu~ 
cation, especially if they are combined with 
visualizndon rools of modern technology. Since 
then we have published several joint papers on 
innovative ideas in elementary m,lthematics. 

Like all ,great disco\'eries, the method is based 
on a si mple idl'll. It sraned when ~·OllnB Mamikon 
was presented with rhe classical gt"Omc:try prob
lem, involving twO concentric circles with a chord 
of the outer circle tangent to the inner one, illus~ 
trated at left. The chord has leng th II • • !Od the 
problem is: Find the area of the ring between lhe 
circles. As the late Paul Erdos would have said, 
any baby can solve this problem. Now look at [he 
diagram below il. If the inner circle has radius r 
its at("A is nr, and if (he ourer circle has radius R, 
its area is lCRJ

, so the area of the ring is equal ro 
nW - n"-! • n(R~ - r). But the tWO radii and rhe 
rangent form 11 right triangle with le,!;s rand 11/2 
and hypotenuse R. so by [he Pythagorean Theo· 
rem , R2 - r .. (tl/2'1 , hence the ri n,g has the area 
u /4. Nore that the final answer depends only on 
o and nor on the radii of the [WO circles. 

If we knew in advance that the answer depends 
on ly on II, we could find it another way: Shrink 
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I he inner circle to a point, and the ring collapses 
to a disk of diameter tI , with an area equal to 
/t(1 :/4 . 

Mamikon wonderl'!l if there was a way to set' 
why (he answer depends only on the length of the 
chord. Then he thought of formu lnt ing the prob· 
lem in a dynamic way, Take h.11f the chord and 
think of it as a ... ~(Or of length L tangent 10 the 
inner circle. By movin,g this tangent vector 
around the inner circle. we s(-c that it swet'ps our 
the ri ng bcnvrtn the twO ci rcles. (l3uf it's ob· 
vious that [he nrea is being swept due to pure 
roration.) Now, tt'3nsiatt' each tangent vector 
parallel to itself so that the point of ran,gency is 
brought ro a common point. As the tan,genr 
vector moves around tht" inner circle.-. the.- tmns· 
hued vector rOtates once around this common 
point and traces out II circular d isk of radius L. 
So the rangent vectors sweep our a circular disk as 
though they were all centered li t the same poi nt , as 
illustrated below. And this disk has rhe same area 
as the ring. 

-

Mamikon realized that th is dynamic appro.1ch 
would also work if the inner circle was replan.-d by 
an arbitrary oval curve. Below you C",In see rhe 
same idea applied to twO different ellipses. As the 
tangem segment of constant length moves once 
llround each ellipse. it sweeps our II more ,general 
annular shape thal we call an oval ri ng . 



Again, we can translate C:-J,ch (' ... ng~nt segment 
par.l.lld to itself so that the POint of tangency is 
brought to a com mon point. As the rangent 
mo\'cs around t~ oval. the translated segments 
trace OUt a circular disk whose radius is that con· 
Stant length , So, the area of the oval ring should 
be the area of the circular disk. 

The P)llhllgorean Theorem an't hdp you find 
the areas for these oval rings. If the inner oval is 
an ellipse, you can calculate the areas by integral 
alculus (which is not n trivial task); if you do so, 
you' ll find thl!! all of tilt'St' oval ri ngs have equal 
arc:.-as dependi ng only on the length of (he tangent 
segrnl'nt. 

Is it possible dmt the same is m.l!: for any convex 
simple closl'(l curve? The diagram below ill us
mHes the idea for a tr iangle. 

As (he umgenl segment n\OVt$ along an ffige, 
it doesn't change direction so it doesn't sweep out 
any area. As it moves around a verrex from one 
edge to the next, it sweeps out parr of a ci rcular 
5(.'Ctor. And as it got'S around rhe enti re triangle, 
it sweeps OUi three circular Sl'CtOrs that , together, 
fill out a d rcub r disk, as shown to ,he right. 

Ltft: Studentl at the Southland Park Montellori Elemen. 

tary School In J.acramento pia)' with malRetlc: manipUlative 

wedlel,lhaplnl them into a d nular dllk. PUl hlnl with 

your finlu in tM (Inter tan turn II inlo an oval rinl of 

1l1~ sarn~ is true for any convex polygon. as 
illustrated aOOn'. 

The area of die region swept OUt by a tangent 
5esment of given length moving around any 
convex polygon is equal to the area of a circular 
disk whose radius is that I~ngth . Therefore the 
same is true for any convex curve that is a limit 
of coO\'ex pol}'gons. This leads US to 

Mamiko n's Thl,.'Orcm for Oval Rings: All ol 'fJl 
rings SII 'tPt out by II line ItK"'~llt of gh,t» Itllgt/) with 

(Jilt tndpo;III t"n8nlllo U 111/00lh duml plunt (,HI"!.'t hm't 
eqllal tIr?J:I!, rrgfllyl/m of the 1;::1 01' llxlpt of the ;'1/1" 
rlm't, , \1 01l'(l1't'r, tiN (/rr(1 drptlldJ ~rily 011 the Imgt/) L 
of lhe I(II/gmt Itglllmt (1//(1 if eq/(al to nL J, lilt 1Irt11 of a 
disk of r(((lila L, as if (be /tll/gtllt Stg lllillT lI'as rota/td 
aboll/ ils iIIdpoifll, 

Incidentally, r-.b mikon 's tht.'Ort:m for oval rin8s 
provides a new proof of tht: Pythagorean Theorem, 
as illustrated at right. 

If the inner curve is II circle of radius r, the outer 
curve will also be a circle (of radius R, say), so the 
area of the oval ring will be equal to the difference 
nR' - n,-l. But by MamikOfl '$ theorem. the area of 
the oval ring is also equal to nL', where L is th~ 
constant length of the ransent segm~nts. By 
equating areas we find Rl _,-I. L' . from which we 
get R2. r ... U. the Pythagort-an Theorem. 

ow we can illustrate a generalized version of 
Marnikon's thl'On-m , The lower cun'e in Ihe 
diagram at the tOp of tht: nex t page is a more or 
less arbitrary sm(x)lh curve. Tht- set of all tangent 
segments of constant length dt:fines a region that 
is bounded by the lower curve und an upper curve 
traced our by the segment 's other extremity. The 
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exact shape of lhis re,gion will depend on [he lower 
curve and on the length of tht' tangent St'8ffienrs. 
Wle refer m this region as a ttmgtm mwf/. 

\'{Ihen t"ach St'8ffienr is rmnshurtl to brins the 
poi nts of tangency together as before, as shown in 
the rig ht. hand diag ra m above, the sc( of translated 
segments is called rhe !tll/gelll ("mer. When (he 
tangenr segments have constant lengch, as in rhis 
fig ure, rhe tangent d uster is a ci rcu lar senor 
whose radius is dlat constant lengdl. 

By the way, Wl' could also lranslart: the scg~ 
menu so that the ofbtrendpoinrs lire bmugln to a 
common poi m . The result ing tangent duster 
would be a symmerric version of the cluster in t he 
righr. hand fi,gurc. Now we can state 

Mamikon 's T heorem: The arm of a !tlllgeul 
su'ttP is eqlffll to tht arm of irs tafl8eut du!ltr. rrgardlm 
of tht sh(lpt of rht origillal ClIne. 

You can sc."C th is in a real· world ill ustra tion 
when a bicycle's from wheel traces our ant: curve 
while tht' rear wheel (al constant d istance from rhe 
front wht'(1) rraces OUt another ClIn'e, as below. To 
find the area of the region between rhe [Wo CUI'\'es 
wi th calculus. you wou ld need equarioos for barh 
curves, bue we don'r need any here. The :u'ea of 
the tangent SWt'Cp is equal ro the area of a ci rcular 
secror dependi ng only on t h~ length of the bicycle 
and the change in angle from irs in irial position to 

-----------
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Right: Mitmikon helps 

child ren itt t he Montessori 

School tnu a t rutri. 

wit h it bicycle. 

irs fi nal posi lion, lIS shown in the tangent clusrer 
ro the right. The shape of rhe bih"s path does not 
mauer. 

The next diagram ill ustrates the same idea in a 
more general sening. The only difference is [hat 
the tangent segmenrs co rhe lower curve ne~ nor 
have consmnt length. \'{Ie sril l have the tangent 
sweep (left) and I he tangent cluster. 

I'obmi kon's theorem, which seems intu it ively 
ob\'ious b)' now, is that the area of the rongenr 
cluster is t'(lualw Ihe area of the rangent sw~p. 
(To con vince you(sdf, consider corresponding 
('(llml ti ny rr iangles [l"J.nslared from [he tangent 
sweep ro rhe U1ngent d uster.) 

In the most general form of Mamikon's theorem 
the g iven cUn'e nc..w nO! lie in a plane. It can be 
any smooth CUI'\'C' in space, and dlt.~ tangent 
segments can vary in length. The langem sweep 
will lie on a de\·c!0I),1.ble sumce, one thaI can be 
rolled our flat 0111'0 a plane wi thout dlsrO(llon. 
The shape of the tangent sweep depcnds on how 
the len,g ths and di r(."C tions of the tangent segments 
change along the (urve: the tangent cl USter lies on 
a conical surfuce whose ve:nex is the common 
poi nt . Mam ikon's general theorem {'quatts the: 
area of the tan,gem sweep with thaI' of its rongent 
cluster. 
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Gene ra l Form of Mamikon's Theorem: Tbe 
arM of a tal/gmt HlWP to a Ipace fIIrtJt;1 eqllal to tbe 
{l/"e{1 of ;11 hmgmt dllJur. 

This theorem , suggested by geometric imuition , 
can be proved in a traditional manner-by using 
difft:rential geometry, for example. My first 
reaction to this theorem was, ··OK, that·s a cool 

result in geometry. II must have some depch 
because it implies the Pythagorean 

lraClrix (palh of lOy) Theorem. Can you use ir to do 
anyd1ing else thar 's 

l ______ :::~o---=::::=::::====:::::===~'n~tereSting?·' It rums om dlar 
child [)alh of child you can apply this 

, , , , 
li(.\") , , , 

b(x) I __ ..t. ___ _ __ "'--
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theorem in all son s 
of imcresring ways. 

As already memioned, curves swepr our by can
!)ent segmenrs of constalH lengrh include oval 
rings and the bicycle-tire tracks. Another such 
e;>;ample is rhe traetri;>;, the trajectory of a toy on 
a [aut string being pulled by a child walking in a 
straight line, as shown arove. To find the area of 
the region between dle uactrix and the x-axis 
using calculus, you have to find the equation of 
the [racrrix. This in irself is rarher challenging
it requires solving a difTerenrial equarion. Once 
you have the equat ion of [he [racn ix, you have to 

inregrate it ro get rhf." arf."a. This also can be done, 
but d1t' calculation is somewhat demanding; the 
final answer is sim ply nU14, where L is rhe length 
of the srring. Bur Wf." can see thar thf." tractrix is a 
panicular cast' of thf." "bicydix," so irs SWf."pt arf."a 
is siVf."n by a circular sector, and its full area is a 
quarter of a circular disk. 

AI! the examples with tangents of constant 
length reveal the striking property chac the area 
of the tangent cluster can be expressed in terms of 
the area of a circular sc-cror withom using any of 
the formal machi nery of traditional calculus. 

Bur the most srrik ing applications are to exam
ples in which the tangent segments are of variable 
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Imgth. Thf."se examples reveal rhe true power of 
Mamikon 's method. This brings us ro Problem I: 
exponential curves. Exponential functions are 
ubiquitous in the ,Ipplications of mathf."matics, 
They occur in problems concf."rning population 
growth, radioactive decay, heat flow, and orhf."r 
physical situations where the rate of !)rowth of a 
quantity is proportional to the amount present. 
Geometrically, this means that the slope of the 
tangent line at each point of an exponential cmv!' 
is proportional to the height of the curve at that 
point. An exponential curvf." can also be describe<1 
by irs subtangent, which is the projection of the 
ransent on rhe x-axis. The diagram ac the bottom 
of rhe left-hand column shows a general curve 
with a rangent line and rhe subtangem. The slope 
of rhe mngem is dle height divided by rhe lengrh 
of the subrangenr. So, rhe slope is proportional 
to the height if and only if the subrangem is 
constant. 

The next diasram , at the bottom of rhis column, 
shows the sraph of an exponential curve)' = i"., 
where b is a positive constant. The only property 
of this curve that plays a role in this discussion is 
that the subrangenr at any point has a constant 
length b. This follows easily from differential 
calculus. bUt ie can also be taken as che defining 
property of rht" t"xponenrial. In faCt, exponenrial 
curves were fiTS( inrtoduced m 1684 when Leibniz 
posed the problem of findmg all curves with 
constam subrangems. The solutions are the 
exponential curves. 

By exploiting the f.1Ct that exponenr ial curves 
have consrant subtangf."nts, Wf." can USf." ~'I amikon's 

thf."orem ro find rhe area of dle region under an 
exponential curve without using integral calculus. 
T he diagram below shows dle graph of rhe expo
nf."ntial curve }' .. c ' roget her with its rangent 
sweep as the [ansent scgmems, cut off by the x
axis, move to rhe left. (rom x all the way to minus 
infinity, The corresponding tangent cluster is 
obtained by translating each tangent segment to 

the right so d lat the endpoint on the x-axis is 
broushr ro a common point, in this case, the lower 
venex of the ri,ght tr iangle of base b and altitude 
t" •. The resulring rangenr cluster is the triangle of 
base b and alt itude c". Therefore [he area of the 
purple res ion is equal to the area of the yellow 
right trian,gle, so the arf."a of dle res ion betwf."en 
tht exponential curve and the interval (from minus 
infinity to x) is equal to twice the area of this ri,ght 
rri:lngle, which is its base times its altitude, 
or be'·, thl' same result you would 
gf."t by integration. 

b b b 
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This yields rh{> astonishing ({>Sule (hat the area 
of tht: region under an exponential curve can be 
determinl-d in an elementary geomerric way 
without tilt" formal machinery of integral calculus, 

\VI(" rurn now to our second problem. perhaps 
the oldt"St calcu lus problem in hismry-finding 
the area of 3 parabolic segment, the purple region 
at left , below. The parabolic segment is inscrilx:d 
in a recrangle of base x and ahitude r. The 3fell. 

of the rectangle is x ). From rhe figure we see that 
the area of the parabolic segment is less than half 
that of the recmngle in which it is inscribed, 
Archimedes madt' the stunning discovery (hat the 
area is exactly one-th ird that of rhe rectangle. 
Now we will use Mami kon's theor{>m ro obmin the 
same result by a method (hat is not onl y simpler 
than rhe origi nal treatment by Archimt'des but 
also mon: powerful because it can be generalized 
to higher powers, 

,----------:lI x' , , , 
r-------------~ x' 

, , , 

" 

, , , , , , , 
,/ 

, , 

subtalle:ellt 

x x/1 

This parabola has the equation )' • :\.':, bur we 
shall not need this formula in our analysis. We 
use only rhe fact that the tangent line above any 
point x curs off a subtangem oflength x12. as 
indicated in rhe lower diagram , The slope of the 
mngent is r di\'idffi by x12. or 2x. 

x 

To calculate t he 1lT£.'3 of the parabolic segment 
we look at th{> next fi8ure in which another 
parabola), • (2x)l has been drawn. exactly half as 
wide as the 8i\'en parabola. It is formed by 
bisecting each horizontal segment between the 
original parabola and the)' axis. The tWO parabo
las divide the renangle imo three Te8ions" and our 
strategy is to show [hat all three reB ions have 
equal area. Jr we do this, th{>n each has an area 
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one-third that of the circumscribing rectangle. 
as required. 

The two shaded regions formed by [he bisec(
inB parabola obviously have equal areas. so to 
compl{>u~ the proof we need only show that rhe 
region above the bisecting parabola has (he same 
area as the parabolic se8ment below rh{> original 
lXlrllbola. To do th is. let 's look at rhe next dia
gram, below. The right rriangles here have equal 
art"a5 (they have the same ahirude and equal bases), 
Therefore the problem rl-duc(>$ [Q showing thar the 
nv() slmded regions in rhis diagram have ('(Iual 
arl"llS, l-Iere's where we use t>lamikon's theorem. 

Th{> shaded portion under the parabola ) '" r is 
the tangent SWl'eP obtained by drawing all the 



rangent lines [0 the parabola and cutting [hem ofT 
at the x-axis. And the other shaded portion is its 
rangent cluster, with each tangent seg ment trans
lared so irs point of intersection wi th the x axis is 
brought [0 a common point, lhe origi n. 

At a typical point (I, 11) on the lower parabola, 
the tangenr intersects the x-axis at tl2. Therefore, 
if the tangent segment from (tl2, 0) to (I, t") is 
translated left by the amount tl2, the translated 
segment joins the origi n and [he point (112, / l ) on 
rhe curve)' ; (2X)2. So the tangent duster of the 
tan,genr sweep is the shaded region above rhe curve 
) ' '" (2X)2, and by Mami kon 's dlroTem the [wo 
shaded regions have equal areas, as required. So we 
have shown [hat the area of the parabolic seg ment 
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With Hamikon 's help, the Montessori schoolchildren built 

this 60-foot-long suspension bridge. Using themselves u 

weight, they are illustrating how heavy loading changes the 

shape of the cable from a catenary (the curve normally 

formed by hanging a chain from both ends) to a parabola. 

Such a "breakdown" occurred dLiring the 50th_anniversa ry 

celebration of the Golden Gate Bridge in 1981. 

is exactl y one-third [hac of the circumscribing 
rectangle, t he same result obraine<l by Archimedes. 

Th(- argument used to deriV(' rhe area of a 
parabolic seg m(-nt also extends to generalized 
parabolic segmenrs, in which xl is replaced by 
higher powers. The graphs of y = ~ and )' '" (3x)3 
at It:ft dividt: the rectang le of area x' into thret· 
regions. The curve y '" Ox») ' ri!ar! each horiwntal 
segment in the figure, henct: the area of the region 
abovt· this curve is half that of the region ix:twt"Cn 
the twO curves. In this case we will show that the 
area of the region abov(- the trisecting curve is 
e<lua! ro [hat below [he original curve , which 
means that each region has an area one-fouah char 
of the circumscribing rectangle. 

To do this we use the f."lcr that the subtangent 
is now one-third the length of the base, as shown 
below. One shaded region is the tangent sweep of 
ehe original curve, and the other is the correspond
ing tangem cluster, so they have C<.lual areas. The 
right tr iang les are congruent, so rhey have equal 
areas. Therefore the region above the trisecting 
curve has the same area as tht" rt"gion below [he 
curve)' " 0, and each is one-fourth thar of [he 
rectangle, or x~/4. The argument also exrends ro 
all higher powers, a property not shared by Archi
medes' treatment of the parabolic segmenr. For 
the curve)' = x" we use the fact that the subrangem 
ar x has length xl1l. 

Wle rum next to our third standard calcu lus 

(3x)' x ' 
.--------"ir---,------j' 

2x13 
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problem-the cycloid , rhe curve tmcl..'<1 oU( by a 
poi nt on the perimeter of a circular disk lhal rolls 
withour st ipping along a horizonta l lin~ . \'(Ie want 
to show that the area of the region between one 
arch of the cycloid and rhe hori zonml line is three 
rimes the 9rt"a of the rolling disk (above). without 
deriving an equation for the cycloid or usi ng 
inu:g raI Oltculus. 

Below is a cycloidal arch inscribe<1 inside a ree· 
tang le whose altitude is the di ameter d of the disk 
and whose base is the disk 's circumference, 1tiI, 
The arca of the circumscribing recUlng lc is 1ttP. 
which is four rimes the area of the disk, So it 
suffices to show that rhe unshaded region above 
lhe arch and inside the rectang le has an area (-qual 
to that of the disk. 

To do this, we show that (he unshaded region is 

IT" 
the mngent sweep of the cycloid, and that the 
corresponding tangent cluster is a ci rcular disk of 
diameter d, By ~-lam ikon's theorem , th is disk has 
the slime area as the tangent sweep. l3ecause the 
area of the disk is one·fourth the area of [he 
rect:mgle, the area of the region below the arch 
must be lhrec·founhs th:1I of the rectangle, or 
thr~ tim{'S that of the roll ing d isk. 

II remains to show that the mngent clus[t' r of 
the unshaded rt'gion is a ci rcular disk, as asSt' rred. 
As tht' disk rolls along Ihe bast' il is always 
langenr to the upper and lower boundaries of the 
circumscribing rectangle. If we denote Ihe upper 
point of rangcncy by P and the [ower poinr of 
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tangency by P I' us in rhe diagram llbove, the 
d iameter pp(. ~ivides the rolling cirde into cwo 
semicircles, and any triangle inscribed in these 
sem icirclt's must be a right triangle. Tht'disk 
undergoes insfRnlaneous rotation about p~ , so the 
[".tngt'm to the cycloid at any poi m X is perpen· 
dicular to Ihe instantaneous I'1ldius of rocarion and 
therefore must be a vertex of a right {fiangle 
inscribed in the semicircle with diameter PPo' 
Consequently, the chord XP of the rolling disk 
is always tangenr (Q the cycloid. 

Extend tht' upper boundary of the circumscrib
ing recmngle beyond the arch and choost':1 fixed 
point 0 on th is extended boundary. Translale each 
chord 1:>'11'1l1ld to itself so thar point P is moved 
horizontally 10 the fixed poinr 0 , Then the ocher 
t"Xtrt'mit)· X mO\'es to a poinr Y such Ihat st'gmenr 
OY is (·qual in length and pal'1lllel (Q PX. Const'· 
quenrl y, }~ truces out rhe boundary of a circular 
disk of the same diameter, wi th OY being a chord 
equal in leng th and parallel to chord PX , There
fore the mngcm cluster is a circu lar disk of the 
same diameter as the rolling disk, and Mamikon's 
theorem tells us ,hat irs area is equa l to that of the 
disk. 

These examples display a wide canvas of 8('0-
mel ric idt'U that am be trt'lUed with Mamikon's 
mel hods. bUI sec-ing them Slat ic on II printed page 
le-a \'es soOX'lh ing 10 be desired. Animation , 
dearly, is a better way to show how rhe method 
works. So we plan to use these exampl l!S in the 
first of a series of contemplated videompes under 
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the umbrella of Projcct tUATHEAI AT/CS! Like all 
videotllpe$ produced by Project AIATJ-IEM ATICS!, 
rhe emphasis will be on dynamic visual imag<-'S 
presented with the use of motion, color, and 
5lx-cial dTects that employ t he fu ll power of 
tele\'ision to convey important g('Omerric idt·as 
wi th a minimal use of formulas. The an imated 
5l'(luences will ill us trate how tangent 5Wttl)5 9re 
sener-n ed by moving rangent scg ments. and how 
the mnsem segments can be translated (0 fo rm 
tangent d usters, They will also show how many 
classica l CUrvl'S are namrally derived from their 
in rr in .. ic gPOml"rr ir 1\0(1 merhaniral prnpf'rri p<;. 

Mamikon's met hods are also applicable to many 
phlne curves nO( mentioned above. In subsequent 
videotapes we plan to fi nd full and parrial areas of 
t he eJ lipse. hyperbola, carenary, logarirhm, 
cardioid, epicyd oids, hypocydoids, involutes. 
evolutes, Archimedean spirol , Bernoull i lemn is· 
ca te, and sines and cosines. And we can find th t· 
volumes of three-dimensional fig ures such as the 
ellipsoid, the paraboloid , three cypes ofhypt·rbo
loids, the C'.Henoicl , (he pseudosphere, the LOrus. 
and other solids of revolution . 

1"11 Cfmclude with a small philosophical r('mnrk : 
Newton and Leibni z are geneml1 y regard£-d as tilt" 
d iscoverers orinregml calcul us. Their ,great 
contribution was ro uni fy work done by many 
ot her pioneers and to relate the proC(.'$S of inregm. 
rion with t he process of differentiation. Mam i· 
kon's method has some of [he same ingred ienrs, 
because it relates moving tansent st·gments with 
t he art"dS of the regions swept out by [hose tangent 
segments. So tile relation berwcen d ifferenriation 
and inre,gmtion is also embedded in [\·Iamikon·s 
method. 

Samples of the computer animation of the 
problems shown in this article enn be viewed at 
httpi/www.its.calwch.edul-mamikonlcalculus.html 
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